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Yes dear reader the time has come. The bunting is out, the cake stalls are ready, the tombola
is spinning, the crowds are assembling, the drinks are flowing and as the anticipation
threatens to become positively feverish the waiting has finally come to an end. But enough
about the start of the cricket season, let us charge our glasses and prepare to welcome The
Merry Wives of Windsor…

What a splendid poster. My compliments to Mr Curry. It’s good to see that India is still
producing talent after the retirement of the legendary Rahul Dravid. Ah, there you are
Hargreaves. I have no desire to appear overly critical but that portaloo seems a trifle ornate.
What do you mean that’s the marquee I ordered? I distinctly specified dimensions of 55 feet
by 30 feet. You thought I meant inches?! How could you be so obtuse?! Oh do stop laughing
Hargreaves. Anyone would think that you had done it on purpose to make me look like an
idiot. And now it’s started to rain. What a catastrophic opening to proceedings. Well, I
suppose we must persevere as best as possible. Bring me a large rum punch Hargreaves.
You’ll find me in the…marquee. Oh the indignity. There’s barely room to swing a cricket bat
in here. Well, while we await the return of Hargreaves it is time to pay tribute to a member of
the YSP who has recently received the rather stupendous news that he has been accepted by
the London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art. That man is of course Toby Gordon. An
astonishing achievement I’m sure you will all agree. Well done sir!

Legends of the YSP
Number One: Toby Gordon
The young Toby Gordon first came to prominence in the
YSP ranks during the summer of 2007 when he played
several roles in the epic Henry VI. Displaying a rare ability
to show both tenderness and northerness he found himself
cast as the male lead Orlando in the following year’s As You
Like It. Averaging 198 lines per play and with a strike-rate
of 3.75 women per production, the talented Mr Gordon
entered 2010 in high spirits and soon landed his dream role
of Hotspur (after Crichton, Malinsky, Lewis, Wilmot and
Valentine all turned down the part for fear of being
typecast) in the majestic Henry IV Part One. Gordon threw
himself into the role and many regard his ‘strutting cock’ of
a Percy to be definitive. Parts in Entertaining Mr Sloane,
The Slipper and the Rose and Macbeth served to further
highlight his versatility and he soon launched himself into drama school auditions. The rest is
of course history. LAMDA-bound and rarely seen without a fag and a pint of Stella, Toby
Gordon is a true legend of the YSP.

Alas, dear Gordon. I knew him Hargreaves. A fellow of infinite…wait a moment. What’s that
appalling noise? It’s coming from outside…

Hargreaves: “The ‘appalling noise’ appears to be Mr Richard Johnston driving a novelty
vehicle, presumably designed and manufactured for small children, through your rhubarb
patch with what can only be described as wild abandon”

Johnston! You Cur! Get out of there at once you despicable wretch! This is England!
Not Alton Towers! Oh my beautiful lawn! My Begonias! My Hyacinths! MY GREAT
AUNT FELICITY’S PRIZE-WINNING BUSH!!

Hargreaves: “Shall I release the hounds sir?”

Forget the hounds Hargreaves. We need a more potent force. We need a feral creature
of most nefarious instinct. I trust you know of whom I speak?

Hargreaves: “But surely you don’t mean…”

Yes Hargreaves.

I do.

Hargreaves: “Is that wise sir?”

Now is not a time for wisdom Hargreaves.

Now is a time for Freddi.

Hargreaves: “Very good sir. On your head be it. Ahem…WEWEASE FWEDDI!”

Hargreaves!

Hargreaves: “Sorry sir. Couldn’t resist. RELEASE FREDDI!”

There he goes! Watch in awe my dear Hargreaves. Nature in its rawest form.

Hargreaves: “Indeed. It’s astonishing how fast he can go when he gets the smell of diesel in
his nostrils”

He’s catching him Hargreaves! He’s almost got him!

Hargreaves: “A hit sir! A most palpable hit! Freddi’s teeth and talons tear into the novelty
vehicle as we speak”

Well, he is an omnivore. Ha! Look at Johnston run! And in this direction too. How
appropriate.

Hargreaves: “You’re not going to fight him are you sir?”

Certainly not. I need to interview him for the newsletter. We must keep up protocol
Hargreaves. Even in times like these.

Hargreaves: “Indeed sir”

Ah, we meet again Mr Johnston. Take him to the marquee Hargreaves.

Johnston: “You expect me to talk?”

Only if you wouldn’t mind old fruit. The interview will be a bit flat otherwise.

Johnston: “Fair enough”
Here we are. Good to get out of the rain. Well, in normal circumstances I would offer
you a drink, but in light of your execrable behaviour I will forgo such pleasantaries and
proceed with the interview. As you can see there’s only room for one chair but please,
dear fellow, take a seat…on the floor…the chair is mine. You were last seen in Troilus
and Cressida playing the French Capital and now you find yourself appearing as a
French doctor. Why this affinity with the land of wine, cheese and surrender?
It seems that I have been type cast in this most unusual manner. Perhaps it’s because I too
smell like the inside of a wicket keeper’s gloves? I’ll never know. I do, however, love France
and I try to visit regularly; my Partner and I intend to move there in the not too distant future.
I don’t know what most appeals? It may be the pace of life, the thought of me writing my
masterpiece in a dingy, timber framed attic with a magnificent view over Paris; whilst
enwreathed in Gauloise smoke. It may be dining in a rustic Provincial bistro courtyard
overlooking a valley bathed in the evening sunlight; who knows? But how did Tom
Straszewski know? Simple, director’s intuition.

Tell us a little about your theatrical exploits.

Troilus and Cressida was the first play that I had undertaken in twelve years. I had been
heavily involved in youth theatre when I was a boy and I had always enjoyed acting. My
experience of school had killed off my confidence and enjoyment of acting; as it had nearly
achieved with a variety of other subjects and I retreated into my writing and photography. I
still possessed a love for theatre but avoided appearing on stage. After some encouragement
from my close friends, however, I auditioned for T&C and loved being involved in a dramatic
production once more. I think that the YSP is an excellent company for allowing people of all
acting experiences and abilities to get involved in York’s thriving acting scene.
I have taken part in a couple of side projects such as Script Factor and the recent, abominable
production of Sheridan’s ‘The Rivals’.

But what of this Gallic lothario you’re currently playing?

Ah Dr. Caius, he’s an amusing old fruit. He is a renowned French physician who is rumoured
to have also spent some time in Germany and the question as to how he comes to be in
Windsor is not explained. He has designs for a marriage with Anne Page, but so do Slender,
Fenton and to some extent Pastor Evans. His desire for Anne’s hand in marriage is backed by
Mistress Page but is contrary to her husband’s support of Slender.
Caius is not a subtle man. He is passive aggressive, unpredictable and pompous. He’s a bully
and he loves nothing more than to boast about his prowess at fencing and being the centre of
attention. He often suffers jokes made at his expense by the other inhabitants of Windsor
owing to his character and misuse of the English language. I think that this does lead him to
spend his days in a certain amount of confusion as to why everyone is laughing at him.

Why would one have to be a complete Australian fast bowler to miss The Merry Wives of
Windsor?

It’s a light hearted play which serves as a pleasant frolic through Elizabethan society. Do you
want to see a grown man fit in a basket half his size; do you wish to see Sam Valentine in a
headlock by a Frenchman? Come and be dazzled and bring wine and a picnic.
Shakespeare was commissioned to write the play by Elizabeth I because she loved the
character of Falstaff in Henry IV parts 1 & 2. So if Her nightshade addled Majesty loved
Falstaff et al, then so should everyone.

And what are the top three things about performing Shakespeare in the open air?

1) The large size of the staging area: One really gets room to experiment with entrances and
exits onto set because the audience can see everything. When performing scenes that are set
outside there is an added element of realism not achievable inside a theatre.

2) It lends a feel to the production of an old fashioned travelling theatre. People make a
pilgrimage to the park to watch the performance with wine and food and then afterwards the
cast melt into the night and into the nearest pub. There’s a lovely relaxed and summery
atmosphere.

3) Its physically challenging for the performers. Vocal projection is difficult owing to the
acoustics and the sound of the breeze in the trees. There is also physically more ground to
cover whilst performing.

Hargreaves: “Mr Ben Sawyer”

Welcome once again to the YSP newsletter my dear Sawyer. Delightful to see you so
soberly dressed. Can I tempt you to a drink? Bollinger eh? I’m sure those long-haired
chaps who composed the youth counter-culture movement that pervaded the late-1960s
would have really ‘dug’ that choice.

Hargreaves: “Please don’t worry about it dear reader. It’s a cricket joke. And yes, at this
moment in time I am seriously considering murdering him”

I apologise for the rather cramped conditions. We had some…administration problems.
Johnston, I forgive you, please take a seat. I’ll sit on the floor. Don’t mention it dear
boy. And you Sawyer can sit on Johnston’s knee. Now Mr Sawyer, I believe you made
your YSP debut in the summer of 2006 while Pakistan were touring England. I’m sure
you’ll remember that it was a series of nefarious incident and unparalleled controversy
in which England would go on to triumph 3-0. But would you be surprised to learn that
during this series Mohammad Yousuf scored a total of 631 runs at an average of 90.14?

Hargreaves: “Where is that damn blunderbuss?!”

Indeed he did, almost as great an achievement as his world record for scoring the most runs in
a one day international, and certainly deserving of the CNN-IBN cricketer of the year award
he received that year. Unfortunately, I wasn’t able to follow the tour, as I was busy being
upstaged by a stuffed dog. (see pic)

And an enchanting couple you make too. Tell us a little about your previous forays into
Shakespeare’s realm.

I started out with the YSP on their fantastic open-air production of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, playing rude mechanical and stuffed dog-wrangler Starveling. I’ve ended up with a
lot of nasty pieces of work on my CV, like Don John in Much Ado About Nothing, childmurdering psychopath Clifford in Henry VI, and the scheming Earl of Worcester in Henry IV.
But my favourite Shakespearean role so far has been the rather more lovable Touchstone in
As You Like It.

Ah thank you Hargreaves. Chin –chin my dear Sawyer. But tell us a little about Ford?

Ford is basically having a mid-life crisis, which is great to play. I think he had a lot of wild
adventures when he was younger, but now has a mortgage, a three-piece suite and a wife he’s
forgotten how to talk to. So of course, he pays a drunken fat bloke to sleep with her to resolve
their marital difficulties – nothing can possibly go wrong…

He sounds like Shane Warne. I was chatting to your delightful stage-wife not so long
ago and she described your marriage as “pretty one-sided as he does lose face at my
hand a number of times”. Discuss.

She’s a lot cleverer than he is, and he’s made the schoolboy error of not realising! It has been
fun creating this madly dysfunctional relationship. It’s worth seeing the show just for
Clancy’s “you’re in trouble” face…

And what are the three most intoxicating elements about returning to Rowntree?

After three productions in the park, I’d have to say the glorious sunshine, the glee of the
audience, and the crate of whisky I keep concealed in the treeline.

So Merry Wives completes the ‘Sawyer-Rowntree Trilogy’ eh? Well, as long as George
Lucas doesn’t get his hands on it I’ll certainly invest in the dvd box-set when it comes
out. But who comes here?

Hargreaves: “Mr Joseph Steele”

The music director himself! Welcome to the YSP Newsletter dear fellow. Now, if I
shuffle up you might just be able to fit in the corner. Ah that’s it. Can I offer you any
refreshments? Bollinger eh? Well I’m sure those long-haired chaps who composed the
youth…careful Hargreaves! You very nearly stabbed me through the heart with that
corkscrew! You really must learn to be less clumsy. Especially when we have such
esteemed guests. Well then Mr Steele, as we know next to nothing about you old fruit
pray tell us about yourself and your previous musical and theatrical endeavours.
I’m a first year music student at the University of York, playing saxophone and composing.
A couple of years ago I got the part of Puck in a school production of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, and later got involved in the musical side of the production, composing and arranging
a couple of pieces for certain scenes. The success of the production gave our director (my
English teacher at time) the idea to do a completely independent touring production which we
would raise our own funds for, and perform at arts festivals. Twelfth Night was the play of
choice and I got the part of Feste the fool. I started writing some melodies for the various
songs that he sings in the course of the play, then wrote and arranged more pieces for other
scenes, until I eventually ended up being the musical director. So when I read the email
regarding Merry Wives, I knew it was right up my street!

I believe it was Geoffrey Boycott who said that “music be the food of love”. What will
you be serving up for Merry Wives?
Most of the music will be arrangements of English folk songs, often blending quintessential
Englishness with a more raucous ‘pub music’ feel. Our ensemble is quite an unusual and
eclectic mix, featuring instruments from both folk and classical styles, plus a saxophone
(played by YSP regular Nick Jones) thrown in for good measure!

Ah, thank you Hargreaves. Give Sawyer a top-up while you’re here will you? Has it
stopped raining yet? Didn’t think so. Let us cheer ourselves up and turn to The Smiths.
‘William It Was Really Nothing’ or ‘Shakespeare’s Sister’?

I’d say ‘Shakespeare’s Sister’, though that may have more to do with my particular taste for
sibilance in the titles of songs, rather than the music itself.

You’re on a desert island. You can have the Bible, the complete works of Shakespeare,
the luxury of your choice and a gramophone. But which eight cricketers would you
choose?

Hargreaves: “My luxury of choice would be an Editor-Seeking Missile”

Oh no! I’m struggling to even think of eight cricketers! I’m so sorry. This was the question I
was dreading.

Hargreaves: “At this moment in time I admire and adore Joseph Steele more than any other
figure in the history of Creation”

No need to apologise my dear Steele. You’re more than welcome to peruse my library
and take a few Wisdens away with you to study. And finally, what are the three most
splendid features about performing Shakespeare in the open air?

The fresh, summery atmosphere; the extra challenges of having to project even more than
usual; the fact that the audience are all busy scoffing their picnics, so probably won’t notice if
it all goes wrong!

Hargreaves: “Mr Samuel Valentine”

Salutations Mr Valentine! What a splendid suit. Can I get you a drink? Rum punch?
Splendid. Rum punches all round if you will Hargreaves. Yes, even Johnston. Cruelty
does not come naturally to me, no matter how much it is deserved. I do apologise for the
rather claustrophobic setting my dear Valentine. Would you mind sitting on Sawyer’s
knee. Oh do stop complaining Johnston. This is England, not Points of View. Now Mr
Valentine, you’re not only a stalwart of the YSP but you’ve actually played Wart. As a
veteran of a sparkling cornucopia of productions what memories stand out as particular
highlights?
My first YSP production was The Taming of the Shrew, in 2003. This had most of its central
characters cross-cast, and as Gremio I was one of the few who was playing my own sex. This
meant I was competing with two girls for the affections of a boy, not something I often do
you’ll be glad to know. The following year Love’s Labours Lost saw me embark on my
speciality in foreign languages, trying to explain witticisms in Latin. The attempt failed pretty
totally. I was Somerset in Henry VI, in 2007, a powerful production under Mark France in the
Guildhall. But I suppose the high point for me was As You Like It, where I was Jacques. All
the world was a stage and the stage was the Minster Residents’ Garden. Great fun even when
performing in the rain. In Henry IV my foreign language was as Glendower, speaking in
Welsh, again I think rather lost on the audience. In that production I also played Mouldy (not
his fellow draftee Wart as you alleged). Since then I’ve been in everything, but my current
Welshman sticks to English, even if with an accent.

You played Mouldy? Hargreaves! How dare you supply me with false information! One
would almost think you were trying to make me look like a complete incompetent. And
please cease your cavilling Johnston. And you too Sawyer. None of us are comfortable. I
can barely feel the right side of my body but do you hear me complaining? Now my
dear Valentine, tell us a little about Hugh Evans.
There are people who think that Shakespeare’s play cannot have been written by a selfeducated middle class person from Stratford on Avon, on the grounds that the author must
have been highly educated and posh. I think the opposite, and in particular that Shakespeare’s
piss-taking of the Welsh is typical of English people living near the Welsh border. That said,
Sir Hugh Evans is totally different from Glendower. Although both are rather intoxicated by
the exuberance of their own verbosity, Evans is a man of peace. He is not physically brave,
nor does he value that in a man. He has a good sense of proportion and humour. He can get
angry, but he doesn’t go in for heroics. He enjoys his food. I rather like him

What was that Steele? Johnston’s lips have turned blue? Oh, so they have. You two
should form a double act. Sapphire and Steele perhaps? Actually, come to think of it,
that rather striking shade of azure reminds me of the not dissimilar hue of my beloved
hyacinths that the brute cut down in his novelty vehicle. Mr Valentine, like Owen
Glendower, Evans is renowned for his Welshness. What other Welshmen would you like
to get your teeth into?

I must admit that question had never occurred to me in that form. The only other
Shakespearian one I can think of is Fluellen in Henry V, and I have no particular ambition to
play him. I’d be keen to take a role in Under Milk Wood, where they’re all Welsh

Ah Hargreaves. There’s not much room in here at moment. Just leave the drinks by the
door would you? Unless of course that torrential rain has finally stopped and we can at
last venture outside? It’s raining heavier than ever you say? Oh well, never mind. We’re
quite comfortable in here for the time being. Isn’t that right chaps? Chaps? Oh please
yourselves. And do stop groaning Sawyer. This is England, not the Eurovision Song
Contest. My dear Valentine. What is your favourite fiery shape?

Thinking of the dismal weather we’ve been having recently, the circular disk of the sun
would be very welcome.

Oh, the circular disk of the sun. How I miss thee oh great fiery ball that chases away the
night and acts as herald and harbinger for a new day. But I digress. Mr Valentine, what
are the three best things about returning to Rowntree Park?

For me as Treasurer of YSP, the fact that it costs us nothing is tops. The lack of boundaries to
the playing area means that we can have massive space when want it, but also if necessary
can move right up to the audience and address them intimately. It’s also easy to enter through
the middle of the audience, and we’ll be doing that. For evening performance, the gradual
dimming of the daylight and its replacement by artificial light is very effective if it fits the
play, as it does with Merry Wives, certainly for the final scene. I’ve never played a fairy as
such, but here I get the chance at least to play a character who is playing a fairy, and our fairy
tapers should look good in the dark.

Hargreaves: “Mr Clive Lyons”

Falstaff! Please don’t look so furtive. Come on in. We’re all friends here. Rum punches
all round if you will Hargreaves. We have four baths to get through before the opening
night. I do apologise for the rather claustrophobic setting my dear Lyons. Would you
mind awfully sitting on Steele? Oh do stop complaining man! I would happily let him sit
on me if it wasn’t for my old cricket wound. If that bail moves an inch to the right I’m a
dead man. Besides which, you’re closer. There now, that’s not too bad is it? Oh don’t
mind Steele. His eyes always water when he’s about to watch an interview. It’s the
excitement you see. Now, as a YSP debutante you are clouded with billowing mists of
mystery. Pray dissipate and disseminate.

You know, Matthew, calling someone mysterious and then asking them to relinquish the
mystique you’ve only just given them… it’s a hard sell; why wouldn’t I want to keep it?
Let’s just say that I don’t leap tall buildings (they have lifts) but it does only take one of me
to change a light-bulb. Oh, and I like to enter through doors marked “exit only” now and then
just because someone has to; after all, we know where blindly obeying orders gets us…
Since you mention my “newcomer” status, though, I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all the YSP regulars and veterans who have made me feel so immediately and
completely welcome – I confess, joining such a well-established group, I was a tad nervous
on that score; I needn’t have been, and that’s hugely appreciated.

Yes, they are a delightful bunch aren’t they? And here’s some delightful punch. Many
thanks Hargreaves. Yes, leave them by the door. But what of Shakespeare my dear
fellow? Have you had any previous encounters with the Bard?

I did Rosencrantz in Stoppard’s Rosencrantz & Guildenstern Are Dead – does that count? At
13 I was Archidamus in a school production of The Winter’s Tale and consistently forgot at
least one of my nearly half a dozen lines; I did far better in Hamlet, consistently remembering
all of my nearly half a dozen as Marcellus. But that’s my lot as an actual participant; other
than that I’ve merely enjoyed Mr Shakespeare from the audience.

Did you know, by the way, that the correct collective noun for Shakespeareans is “a rasher”?
(Of course this is disputed – some say that’s bacon)

Delicious! Quite, quite delicious my dear Lyons! Worthy of the Bard (or Bacon) himself.
Make a note of that Hargreaves. Incidentally my perennially-faithful butler, is the rain
abating at all? No? Oh, well do let us know when it does. Well then Mr Lyons. Sir John
Falstaff. The very name itself reverberates throughout our culture with all the power of
a Colin Milburn hook shot. How are you preparing for the role?
Well I’m not sure Milburn’s the comparison I’d have chosen here; but if we are going that
way, Colin’s certainly a better call than Alan. How am I preparing? A particularly savage
haircut and the luxury of allowing myself the rapid weight-gain I usually fight so hard to
resist. Having said which, it’s a surprisingly physical role, so putting on two stone this fast
and still being able to do the more active bits without winding myself, has required a change
of exercise regime. Other than that, as I keep telling everyone in the hope they’ll go a bit easy
on me, I’ve not acted at all since 1988, so just learning the lines and not tripping over the
scenery is something I’ve had to work quite hard at.

Not the comparison you’d have chosen eh? Well, maybe if I didn’t have your leg resting
on my shoulder, Steele’s elbow pinning me against the wall and my own thigh jammed
against my nose I’d perhaps have the presence and lucidity of mind to choose you a
more apposite cricketer. I mean really this is ridiculous. Why couldn’t things have been
so…cosy when the ladies were here? Typical isn’t it? I’m a newsletter editor reduced to
the state of a…I do apologise. As I said earlier we must persevere. I’m sure the rain will
cease shortly. Lyons my dear boy, tell us a little about the play itself.

Merry Wives… is what happens when an irresistible force meets an immovable object; and
the answer is, of course, that you discover which of those two premises you were mistaken
about. Falstaff is the irresistible force, conservative bucolic Windsor, the immovable object;
and without giving away the result, I think it’s important to remember that Falstaff is not the
hero; the eponymous wives are. Sleepy Windsor’s greatest concerns are which eligible
bachelor will marry the prettiest single girl, and whether the venison’s done roasting yet;
suddenly a rabble of dodgy soldiers back from the wars arrive and visit mayhem on the town,
led by Falstaff – a bloated, gluttonous, hard-drinking, lying, cheating, stealing, bragging conartist whose ego alone would stop a cannon ball, had he ever allowed himself near enough to
danger to find out. His scheme: to woo rich men’s wives as a route to their husband’s purses.
This is Shakespeare in full Whitehall farce mode, and that rare thing among his “comedies” –
a really, genuinely funny one even today. And what’s more, for all its superficial conformity
to the contemporary norm of patriarchy, it’s deeply subversive – dare I say even feminist? –
in its ultimately turning that on its head.

And what are the three most delicious things about performing Shakespeare in the open
air? Open air. I feel almost nostalgic.

Only three? I’ve never performed al fresco before, and the first thing I notice is that, although
Rowntree Park’s outdoor theatre is actually quite small, the psychological feeling is one of
immense space and scope. Without the three real physical walls, there is a sense that the
figurative fourth – that between performers and audience – is wherever you want it to be, and
infinitely movable; it’s easy and fun to play with that from one scene – or moment – to the
next. Second, with little protection from the elements or other extraneous interference, be it a
passing aircraft, passing dog, passing duck or passing child on skateboard, anything could
happen and be largely beyond one’s control; perhaps counter-intuitively, I find this not scary
but liberating. It’s as if someone’s given me license to just deal with the unexpected as best I
can when it happens, knowing that, by coming to such a production, the audience has signed
up to that. Which is absolutely not to say that there is any less expectation of professionalism.
(Will this hostage to fortune come back and haunt me?) Finally – for all the challenges
created by the lack of fade, tracker-spot and mixer facilities, you simply can’t beat natural
light; it’s the ultimate feelgood drug, and there are no side-effects. That’s not to say there are
no down-sides – having to walk in full make-up and costume past the kids on the adjacent
tennis court to reach the nearest lavatory, for example. But it’s a tiny price to pay for an
experience I feel genuinely privileged to be part of.

Privilege. I do feel nostalgic. Oh do try and move up a little Steele. I can’t feel my arms.
Am I still holding a glass? What do you mean you can’t see anything? I don’t care if
Sawyer’s boot is in your face! I need a drink!

Hargreaves: “Ms Kayleigh Oliver”

A WOMAN??!! FANTASTIC!!! Ahem…I mean welcome to the YSP newsletter my
dear Kayleigh. May I call you Kayleigh? Oh. Then welcome to the YSP newsletter Ms
Oliver. What do you mean that you see that the rumours are true? This is not what it
looks like I assure you. Please join us. I apologise that things are a trifle confined but it’s
not as bad as it looks. Will you please stop weeping Steele! You too Sawyer! And do
wake up Johnston. You’re not impressing anyone by losing consciousness. Ms Oliver,
why don’t you come and sit on my knee? Shut up Lyons! A cricket wound indeed! He’s
a card isn’t he, Ms Oliver? Will you come in? What, you’d rather stand in that raging
storm than come in here?! Are you insane? What do you mean that it’s not raining?
What?! A gargantuan sprinkler system!! Stop laughing Hargreaves! One would almost
think that you were responsible for this heinous deception. Well then gentlemen, shall
we depart? Oh don’t worry about Johnston. I’m sure he’ll recover in time. Which is
more than I can say for my begonias. Editors and cricket-lovers first. Ah, to see the
Spring sky once more as it hangs gaily over England’s fair realm. Help yourself to
punch Ms Oliver. You’ll find a glass or five by the marquee’s entrance. Well then, as a
YSP debutante you have the requisite air of a riddle, wrapped in a mystery, inside an
enigma that has been placed in a suitcase and left on a deserted railway platform. Will
you open the suitcase?
I’d say less of a suitcase and more of a floral satchel. But yes, I think the proverbial suitcase
will open. It has been great getting to know the people and processes of the YSP, it’s
something which is completely out of my usual comfort zone but is proving rewarding and
enjoyable.
But what of Mistress Quickly? Disseminate at your leisure.
Quickly is an interesting part to play. She serves the dramatic purpose of ‘messenger’ and
‘nosey old bag’, and falls into the category ‘character part’ – the style in which one must
subsequently carry messages nosily whilst pervading a confident air of extreme character is
quite fun to pin down. I am enjoying it, especially her role in the ‘Herne the Hunter’ saga,
and am aiming at a ‘Mrs Bennet meets Sybil Fawlty’ interpretation!

Sir John Falstaff. A lovable rogue or damnable blackguard?

The way he is played by Clive, he could only ever be a loveable rogue! And in any case, I
think he and Quickly are most likely good companions in that sort of mildly untrustworthy
money grabbing thing. Who couldn’t love such a gullible theatrical fool as Falstaff?
Gullible, theatrical and a fool eh? Three words that could never be applied to me I’m
sure you’ll agree. Merry Wives sees you juggling the dual roles of Quickly and Producer.
Have you taken any inspiration from Mahendra Singh Dhoni who not only captains but
also keeps wicket for India?

As I had to search online to see who that was, then probably not directly – but I guess the
sentiment is there! Tom is such a thorough director that my producing tasks are very straight
forward, which leaves my creative energies free for larking around in the park. Oh sorry, I
mean concentrating on my performance...
Ah, so you did some research on the world’s greatest game eh? I’m beginning to warm
to you Ms Oliver. Tell me, are you free at all anytime soon? Not in this lifetime you say?
Well, we’ll just say maybe perhaps eh? No? Oh. And what are the three most exciting
factors about performing Shakespeare in the open air?

Definitely the mad changeable weather – even by the time I walk across town it can have
flipped and we go from ice-cream on the hill to paddling! The logistics of performing outside
are definitely an exciting challenge too – the volumes and distances are completely different
to indoor performances. But most importantly, the wildlife – rehearsing to an audience of
ducks is something quite unusual!

Indeed. Ah Hargreaves. What is it now? Freddi’s disappeared? I shouldn’t worry
Hargreaves. He’ll come back when he’s hungry. Come along. Let us peruse Mr
Mozley’s cake stall. I could murder an Eccles cake. Ah, he’s handing out leaflets...

Chancellor causes cake committee consternation
The Osbourne budget's taxing of hot pasties has resulted in the Cake and Catering sub
Committee engaging the services of a London tax specialist barrister for an urgent opinion on
the so called ' George's Greggs tax'. Baked goods served at higher than the 'ambient
temperature' will be subject to VAT. The C&CsC produce is often brought straight from the
oven and despite being transported by committee bike is still pleasantly warm. It’s not
hard, rehearsing in church halls or out of doors for the ambient temperature to be a bit
fresh so the committee needs to know are Delia's ginger sponge chunks VATable?
A committee spokesperson sternly warned Customs and Excise from trying any dawn VAT
raids on its premises - we've engaged Freddie Damian Security Solutions on the door.

Good to see the C&C&C making a stand. Not sure about employing the FDSS though.
That name seems eerily familiar.

Dialogue So Delicious It Could Have Been Written By
The Bard Himself
Number 6: Dr Hackenbush (Groucho Marx) in ‘A Day at
the Races’
“But marry me, and I’ll never look at another horse”

I must say Mr Mozley that this Eccles cake is quite delicious.

Hargreaves: “So delicious it could have been baked by the bard himself I suppose?”

Hargreaves! What a wonderful idea for a new regular feature. Do you think it could
work?

Hargreaves: “No”

Oh.

Hargreaves: “But since nothing else seems to work in this travesty of a newsletter I think it
would fit in quite well”

Thank you Hargreaves. You’re support is, as always, much appreciated. Well as
Hargreaves and myself nibble on our buns we shall leave you with a small appetiser for
the YSP’s upcoming spectacular. The MWSAS proudly presents…

The Merry Wives of Windsor
– an hors d’oeuvre

Clive Lyons (Falstaff) was utterly captivated by Ben Sawyer’s (Ford)
description of Dolly Parton

Mistresses Page and Ford (Victoria Delaney and Clancy McMullan) cared little for David
Bowie’s new persona

Falstaff was said to be ‘disappointed’ with the holiday cottage he had bought at Your Move

“Is it safe to come out yet?” Clive’s reaction upon seeing Maurice Crichton
seeking membership fees was somewhat typical

Damian Freddi’s annual lecture on ‘Health and Safety in the Theatre’ never
failed to draw a crowd

STOP THE PRESS
I have just received news from Headingley my faithful carrier-ostrich that the precocious
James Osman appeared in BBC 2’s Off by Heart: Shakespeare last Saturday. Go to this
delightful place: http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p00qsgl3/Off_by_Heart_Shakespeare/
to view everyone’s favourite Patroclus in action. Join us next month for a special feature on
Mr Osman’s trip to the Beeb.

Mr Osman was thrilled, surprised and understandably terrified
when he finally met the founding members of the James Osman
Appreciation Society

Coming soon...to a theatre near you...

As You Like It

TakeOver breathes new life into Shakespeare’s beloved comedy. Featuring Toby The Legend
Gordon and a whole host of pretty youths. As You Like It runs Friday 1st June – Saturday 9th
(excluding Sunday 4th, Monday 5th and Tuesday 6th) at 7.30pm (with a 2pm Matinee on
Thursday and a 2.30pm Matinee on each Saturday) at York Theatre Royal Main House.
Tickets £15-10/£8 concessions. Tickets are available from www.yorktheatreroyal.co.uk
(01904 623568).

The Merry Wives of Windsor
Starring these delicious people…
Falstaff- Clive Lyons
Mistress Ford- Clancy McMullan
Mistress Page- Victoria Delaney
Page- Tony Bower
Ford- Ben Sawyer
Anne Page- Katy Devine
Shallow- Jeremy Muldowney
Slender- Joe Gregory
Caius- Richard Johnston
Fenton- Glen Collier
Hugh Evans- Sam Valentine
Host- Charles Hunt
Quickly- Kayleigh Oliver
Bardolph- Brenton Spyker
Pistol- Mark Simmonds
Nym- Dave Malinsky
John Rugby- Sarah Redhead
Simple- Joseph Bower

And brought to you by these delicious people…

Director: Tom Straszewski
Producer: Kayleigh Oliver
Stage Manager: Tash
Music Director: Joe Steele
Lighting: Karen Millar
Sound: Paul Hepworth
Set Designer: Lucy Beveridge

The York Shakespeare Project Presents…

Cuckoldry, double-dealing and trickery...
It's all happening at Rowntree Park from May 25th- June 5th 2012 when York Shakespeare
Project stages an outdoor production of one of Shakespeare's most uproarious comedies, The
Merry Wives of Windsor.
The strait-laced town of Windsor is about to be turned upside down. Invaded by a carnival of
outlandish characters, the town's inhabitants must learn to loosen up... whether they like it or
not. Down on his luck, the roguish Falstaff takes on Windsor's polite society, swindling and
seducing as he goes. But - he soon finds that he has bitten off more than he can chew when
Mistress Ford and Mistress Page decide to take their revenge. With a trick or two up their
respective sleeves, the ladies set out to teach both Falstaff and their husbands a lesson.
Featuring live folk music, York Shakespeare Project presents one of Shakespeare's best-loved
and most entertaining comedies. Come join us in the idyllic setting of Rowntree Park for an
evening of farcical lovers and outrageous charm.
The Merry Wives of Windsor is being directed by Tom Straszewski.
Running from Fri 25th May - Tue 5th June at 7.30pm (with a 2.30pm Matinee on 26th & 27th
May and 2nd & 3rd June) in the pastoral idyll that is Rowntree Park.
Tickets: £10 Full (£8.00 Concessions) and available from www.yorktheatreroyal.co.uk
(01904 623568). You can also throw caution to the wind and pay at the ‘door’.

Be there or be Merv Hughes sans ‘tache, sans glare, sans mincing run-up, sans everything.

“O God, I could be bounded in a nutshell, and count myself a
king of infinite space—were it not that I have bad dreams.”
Hamlet, Act II Scene 2

Feedback, questions, propositions and general abuse to mwignall79@hotmail.com

